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black Mustang. While Mike owns Dillon Precision
and Dillon Aero, the latter is actually his primary
business these days, and he wanted this shot for
“his” calendar. That should give you some idea how
nicely Nichole fills out that white dress.

Miss September is Jennifer again. This image
was taken at the same time
as the May shot. Same outfit,
same gun, same helicopter,
different pose. Normally
Dillon will only use one
shot from any particular
photo shoot per calendar,
but this one was so nice that
everyone, including Mike
Dillon, wanted it for Dillon
Aero. The dress Jennifer’s wearing is extremely
short. This is actually one of Jennifer’s dresses, but
it’s so short she didn’t want to wear it in public.
Her husband, obviously a good sport and bene-
factor to sighted males everywhere, insisted she
take it to the photo shoot. Jennifer came in,
showed the Dillon guys the dress, said she didn’t
want to wear it but her husband said she should,
when she tried it on they agreed with her hus-
band. While walking through the Dillon plant on
her way to the photo shoot, Jennifer actually car-
ried two large reflectors (mirrors) in front and
rear, shielding herself because she was so embar-
rassed. Did I mention this dress is really short?

Miss October is Cathy. Okay, I changed my
mind. This is my favorite shot. Picture Cathy, in all
her glory, wearing (barely) a pair of khaki fatigue

pants and a white/olive/black camouflage bikini
top and bottom. I think there’s some tan in there,
too. But who cares? It’s not the bikini, it’s the
absolutely fabulous woman inside it who knocks
your eyes out. Here’s a hint: watch “The Unit” in
the future. David Mamet asked Dillon if they’d

make posters of specific
images from the Aero calen-
dar to display in the 303rd
Logistical Studies Unit’s
team room. This image was
one of them. So obviously
David Mamet is a connois-
seur of fine women, as well.

Miss November is Jennifer,
decorating an M134-D (for

Dillon, natch) mounted in the back of a HMMWV
with another version of Dillon’s DVRM. This mount
is free-standing, self-contained; it could actually be
mounted in the back of a pick-up truck if you want-
ed. Dillon’s really done that, mounted that platform
in pick-up trucks, large SUVs, etc.

Miss December is Kerryn. We end on an up
note. Kerryn with a digital desert camo DS
Arms sniper version of their FAL – that matches
her outfit. If I had a choice, I’d take the woman
over the gun. Mark Pixler says of Kerryn, “She’s
just such a cutie. I can’t even get over her.
What’s interesting about this shot, I think, is
that she has this kind of a smirk – something
about her mouth – that displays just a little bit
of wickedness…which sort of goes with the
sniper rifle.”
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“MISS JULY IS CATHY.
I WOULD SAY THIS IS

MY FAVORITE SHOT…. 
MISS OCTOBER IS CATHY AGAIN.

OKAY, I CHANGED MY MIND.
THIS IS MY FAVORITE SHOT.” 
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